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ABSTRACT

This instructor's lesson plangoide on human systems
and patient assessment is one of fifteen modules designed for use in
the training of emergency medical technicians "(paramedics)
Four
units are presented: (1) medical terminology, which covers some
common prefixes and suffixes and the use of the medical dictionary;
(2) an overview of the functions of the human body and its systems
(anatomy and physiology); (3) patient =assessment, including the
patient's medical history, physical- examination, and transfer of
collected information to the supervising physician; and (4) clinical
experience in the evergedcy delgartment, the intensive care/coronary
unit, the 'argue, and the moh4ele intensive care unit. Each unit
contains these elements: behavioral objectives, teaching procedures,
a content outline, demonstration outliaks, a list of needed equipment
and materials, and guidelines for activities to be performed by
students applying the skills. For skills taught, student evaluation
sheets are provided. It is suggested that each module can be
presented individually or combined with other modules to construct a
course for a selected 'group of students. (CE 017 514 is a course
guide for use in program planning and administration of the modules.)
.
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The Instructor Lesson Plans are guides for teaching an advancedlevel training program for emergency medical technicians. The Plans

cannot be used by the instructor to develop the competency to
conduct the program; the instructor should have this as a prerequisite to teaching the course.

The In.stnictor Lessati Plans are comprised of 15 modules, each
containing the information and instructions needed to conduct a
progrtun on a particular subject. Each module can be used by itself or
in concert with other modules.
Each module is subdivided into instructional units that deal with

a particular. segment of the module subject. Generally, the units
contain the folloWing components:
Performance Objective. These are classified as knowledge (K)
objectives or skill (S) objectives. They Are written in behavioral
terms so they can be evaluated either through observation of
student activities or through results obtained under specified
conditions.
ri Unts Activities. Reading assignments, eference materials, and

outside activities are presented for both the students and the
instructor. If the activities are identical, only the instructor's
activities are presented.

al Equipment and Materials. Educational equipment includes
chalkboard. overhead projector. slide projector, and screen.
Medical equipment and materials required are drawn from those
listed in Appendix F of the Course Guide.

p
the presentation of the unit. Where appropriate, it is divided into
single skills or concepts. This approach gives the instructor the
flexibility so add de delete specific skills and information. The
content outline also provides directions to the instructor indicatng wheel the use of dernonitrstions or group discussions would
be most appropriate.

Because the units are designed to be taught by technically
comp_ etent

instructors, the content outlines are not specific; they
only enumerate topics and subtopics. It is expected that the
instructor's skill and knowledge will supplement the depth of the
course content outline. The instructor is encouraged to prepare
additional notes.

Demons( ion Ovrlines. These are designed Uu present procedural steps that are important in performing the particular skill

or calculation. Steps that are critical or that may lead to
commas errors are emphasized. Where critical steps exist, these
lines suggest what should be demonstrated.
P cr Sessions. These sessions serve as guides to activities

erfomed by students applying the skills. They may be
armed in the classroom or assigned as homework. During
classroom practice sessions, the instructor will be available to

observe and corr,rt student performance and to answer any
questions.
sr

Evala Boris. The skill evaluation sheets provide check-

points for the instructor to use to insure that students are
following appropriate procedures or sequences. Skill evaluation
sheets also provide a convenient method for feedback to students
having particular problems with a given skill, and for monitoring a student's progress in attaining skill objectives.

The skill evaluation should occur only after the students have
had an opportunity to practice the skill under the supervision of

the instructor. The skill evaluation sheets can be distributed
during, or before, t he demonstration or practice session. Thus,'
they can be used as a job aid during practice. 1"

y should not be
used, however, as a job aid while the student is being evaluated.

The sheets are designed to provide a learning and evaluation tool

and are not intended to mandate p ormance in the field in a set
manner, irrespective of the patient's condition or situation.
Satisfactory performance of a given

is defined 23 the correct

ortnance of ill steps in the proper sequence. The instructor's
judgment its required to define correct performance and sequence of
in a skill. Skill evaluations may be repeated at intervals
throughout the course to assess skill decay and the need for remedial
practice. Softie instructors may with to test skills immediately after
iey live been learned and again at the conclusion of the course.

phanumetic coding system is used to identify the various
modules and units. When you see, for example, in Module II,
16.1.K, the 3 indicates the unit, the 6 indicates the main instruc-

tional topic, the I indicates the subsection of the major topic
outlined in 3.6, and the K indicates the teaching objective (in this
case, knowledge).
To illustrate further, 3.6.1.K would translate into:
3

6

Unit number
The main topic of the instructional section (The first two

numbers- -e.g., 3.6refer to a major heading in the unit
ll

content outline.)
A subsection of the-major topic outlin

in 3.6 (This number

relates to the number of objectives listed under skill
knowledge objectives and not to the content outline)

K = Knowledge objective
S

Skill objective

a
The three-digit reference numbers (e.g.. 3.6.1) within each
module refer turtle topical section in t hat module only. For example.
in Module II, any topical 'heading with 3.6 as the first two digits
refers to the discussion of the components of patient assessment in
Unit 3.
A visual presentation of Unit 3, by Module- II, of thecodings4stcnm
is presehted on the following pages

SAMPLE PAGE
CODING SYSTEM EICAMPL

Abdomen
Extremities

3.6.I.K Given a situation describing a patient with a possible

ess

or injury, who may Or may not be able to Tornimunicate, the
student should be able to describe the procure for evaluat-

ing the patient described. Minimally, the student should
include the approptipte primary assessment and specify the
order of the four components of the secondary assessment
and the areas of the aiiessment that would beemphasized .

the demonstration, auscultation of the lung, heart, and
abdominal sounds.
3

S Given a student posing as a communicative patient, the
student should be able to demonstrate like procedure for
conducting a patient assessment when the patient is suspected ofihaving the following:

GE
CODING S Y

I EXAMPLES

,

sion 3
3-6.

nen ts of assessment (order)

Four c

A. If he patient can communicate, determine if he has a
rn
1

'cal or trauma -related problem.
medical problem, the general order should
Evaluate the diagnostic and vital signs.
Develop the patient's history.
11;
C. Examine for a medical problem.

Skill Evaluation 3.i. l.& Assessment of a Communicative
With a Suspected Traurna-Related Problem

lent

Place an "X" in the appropriate column to indicate sips that are
incorrect, out of sequence, or omitted. The student should be given
Ce attempts to perform dr skill.
EQuipme.

Student posing as a victim
stet hoscope

I

Tcepresent this prOgioni, it will be necessary to have access to. the
A ui4 is not ava ble,, adjustments
should be made to insure that theitis
for that unit are

clinical units listed below.

included in others. Sp

c pidelines for the clinical units are

included in the modules. The student's trail-Ling should be stipervised
each of the following clinical. areas:
4

Emergency department
*Intensive care unit /coronary
Operating/recovery room
Intravenous (IV) team
Pediatric unit
is Labor suite /delivery r rn ne
Psychiatric unit
orgue
obile intensive care unit

fit

nit

n

Sample forms for maintaining student activity records

included
in the Instructor Lsun. Plans. The forms are designed so that the

medical director can determine the number of timely and how
successfully, a student has performed a skill. -The medical director
also will be able to determine how much time the. student needed to
become proficient in the skill. Further, the medical director will be
able to evaluate student performance under a number of preceptors,
because' certain skills are repeated in various clinicAL units (e.g.,
initiating an W is performed by the student with the IV team and in
the emergency department and intensive care unit).
Alihou
he 'clinical experience is listed with the module, it need
not be pr
ted each time
n if a number of modules are being
presented.

Testing and Evallua ting the Student
It is recommended that each student be evaluated on proficiency of
skill and knowledge at the completion of each module. Skill evalua-

tion sheets have been provided for each skill in each unit. These

sheets can he used as guides for evaluating the student's skill
proficiency. The evaluation of the knowledge objectives is left to the
discretion of the instructor, according to predetermined objectives.

V

ratter what type
be gel* informed of their prowess and should be
vibes to supplement weak ire0s.

led, the phi

is on student .competeacy,
ntsl nnrober of hours the student is involved in

Thus, it is possible for the student to be tested and given
unit the
11Mrnochile:The medical director should not
should
use of prior trainin
cY. simply
.

method to determine the student's preciency
on fnstrhartq observation and experience. Wit this type of
rmethoditt is possible for iituclentuo receive credit for dor
experience. This could be especially applicable fo those
skills concerned with Emergency
that are primarily a review

develop any

Medical Technician - Ambulance;
rescue.

crumple, sett- tissue injuries sad

VII

The students

have suc

fully completed the following

module:
.

The Emergency Medical Te hnician,
ties, and training

is Role, Responsibili-

of Module

FollOwing is a summary of the topic
Veit lt.. MeiNeW Terminology: Deals with

in this module:

me

swami and the use of a medical dictionaii.

Usit 2. Him= Systems (Anatomy and Physiology): Gives an
overview of the human body and its systems. Emphasis is placed on
the understanding of the functions of human systems and subsys) terns. Very little emphasis is placed on structure. Caution should be
exercised when presenting this unitAt i5 only an overview; specific
anatomy and physiology of the various systems and subsystems are
discussed in more detail in other modules. For example, in this unit,

anatomy and physiology of the respiratory system are briefly
presented. Module V deals with the anatomy and physiology of the

respiratory *limit] greater detail.
Volt 3. ?safest Amemonent: Discusses the stills needed o obtain

a patient's history (immediate, medical, and family), to conduct a

ent, and to take diagnostic and vital
and danomstrated, and the student is
them.

given an opportunity

Vitt 4.

Experitmag Provides the stud

with direct

ewe in the following areas:

icy department
care unit /coronary care unit
ive c ire unit
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MODULI' II

HUMAN SYSTEMS AND PATIENT ASSESSM

NIT 1

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY

Knowledge

b

After completing this module,. the student should be able to

tit

correctly respond to at least 80 percent° of the following:

1.1.1.K Given a list of medical terms with common prefixes, suffixes, or both, the student should be able to underline the
prefixes, suffixes, or both and state their meanings, for
example, myocardium (heart muscle).

1.2A .K Given a list of words, the student should be able to locate
them in a medical dictionary.

Instructor A
Assign the material listed below during the class period immedili

ately before beginning the unit:

Chapter 2, Unit 1, of the Text
Knowledge objectives for this unit

Prepare a lecture following the content outline on page 11 =5. If the
outline is used, the following are suggested:

The purposes of the introduction of the content outline are to
present the topics discussed in the module and to impress upon
BO percent as a pawing cliterion

UNIT 1

L Vat hamoLocir

i

0

arbitrary and can be

the students he need to understand medical terminology. The
latter concept can be emphasized by placing on the chalkboard
some medical terms that are potentially unfamiliar to the students; then ask for definitions.

In Section 1.1 of the content outline, present sortie common
prefixes and suffixes (those related to the terrns ptasented above)
and again ask the students to define the terms on the board. This
exercise should demonstrate to the students that medical termi-

nology is not confusing if they understand some common
prefixes and suffixes. After this exercise, distribute Handout 1,
"Prefixes and Suffixes," and let the students have sortie tune to

study the handout. After such time, yoU may want to orally
examine the students' ability to recognize pi-efixes and suffixes.
Suffixes or prefixes may be added to the list.
Section 1.2 is designed to teach the students how to use medical
dictionaries. It is suggested that the instructor provide the
students with a list of words to look up. This list of words should

include those that the course coordinator feels are most
important.
Section 1.3 is designed to let the students know why they should
use and understand medical terminology.
Equipment and Materials

EquipmentEducational
Chalkboard and chalk
Medical dictionary
Text on medical terminology

uipmen t Medical
None

eials
Behavioral objectives
Handout 1: -Prefixes and Suffixes"
Handout 2: Medical Terminology (list of words developed by the
instructor or course coordinator)
Text

11-4
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II

IV

A! SYSTEMS AN

PATIENT ASSESSMENT

Content (=India.
Irxtro uction

In this module, we are going o discuss:
Human systems

a. Anatomy
b. Physiology
Patient assessmen

ation of problems

In other modules, as well as this one, we will use medical
terminology, such as (write on chalkboard):
Dyspnea
Cardiology
Neurology
Posterior
Apnea
Prefixes and suffixes

1. 1.

A. Discuss prefixes (beginnings of words).
disordered, painful, difficult
1. Dys

2. Cardio w heart
3. Neuro = nerve
4. Post

after, back
absence of
5_ A
(Underline prefixes of swords on the chalkboard
students if they can define the words.)
B. Discuss suffixes (ends of words).
breathing
1. -pnea
a. dyspnea (difficulty in breathing)
b. apnea (absence of breathing)

d ask the

2. -ology = science of
a. card icr-ology (science of heart)

b. neuro-oltvi (science of nerves)
Point out that if basic prefixes and suffixes are known,
medical terminology becomes less difficult. (Hand out a
list of prefixes and suffixes` - instruct the students to learn
them for their own benefit.) Give the students 5 minutes to
look over the list. After that time you might want to orally
test their abilities.)
D. Discuss roots.

UNIT

I

[MEDICAL TERMINOLOCY

II-5

1.2.

Medical dictionary (show o the class)
A. Look up selected words and discuss:

1. Pronunciation
2. Spelling
3. Definition
4. Subtopics
5. Medical synonyms
6. Word variation
7. Capital letters
Discuss con tents: and use of the appendix.

1. Glossary
2.

1.3.

Me li

Signs and symbols
I terminology

A. Need to understand what is said in class
E. Needed to communicate with:
rs

Nurses
3. Other emergency medical technicians (El
C. Used in international language
2.

11-6
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A- or An-

of
both

intestine

En

Erythro-

red

An

seed vessel

Gast ro-

stomach

Ante-

before

Glyco-

sugar

Anti -

against

Hernato-,
Hem -. H

blood

Arthro-

joint
half

two
liver

B:

slow
J

Hydrohead

water

Hyperexcessive

Cerebro.
below,
deficient

Cho le-

bile

Circum

around

Flystero-

against,

I

Cranio-

skull

Leuco-

uterus

white

Cy
Macro

skin
Mal-

difficult,

bad

Mamrn-

TI1 iNOi ACO

disordered,

breast
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Micro-

pelvis or

Pyel-

small

kidney
Mye-

muscle

Nepti ro-

kidney

Neuro-

nerve

Oto-

Pyo-

pus

Retro-

back ward,

behind

Rhino-

nose

Sert11-

half

under

ear

Para-

beside

Pneurno-

air or lung

Sub-

Poly-

many

Super-,
above,

Supra
Pont-

after

Pre-

before

Pseud-

false

Pulrnon-

lung

greater
Tachy_

fast

su ace
Trans-

across

Slit-fixes

-alga

pain

nfla alma -

tio
weakness
-Met ry

rne nt

cell

-ectorny
11 a

ethessia

measure-

surgical rernov

of

-0 logy
I

- tumor

-onia

blood

dis

feeling, serL

ca-used by
-genic

causing
-ostorn y

-g-raPh(Y)

it -8

opening

visualization, machine

MOVL LE

II

forming or

KL'MAk sy T M ANDIIIA TIE NT ASSESSMENT

i)

I

4itornY

'cutting
into

-me*

breathing

filling
-soppy

-pithy
-phobia

fear

-Pieta

pacaly

uNV 11:

_ W4AL

iNY

-uria

urine
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NIT 2

HUMAN SYSTEMS
(ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY)
tb

Knowledge ObJectlyes

.after completing this module, the student should be able to
correctly respond to at least 80 percents of the objectives listed
below.

For those objectives involving recognition, the student will be
required to recognize the specific term, definition, or procedural
step(s) from a group of terms, definitions,--.or procedural steps
presented to him. Recall involves the student expressing the term,
definition, Of prOCCCill* step(s) either orally or in writing, without
the presence of any clues.

Many of the terms introduced in Module II will be included in
later modules. The purpose of the introduction of the terms in this
n3odule is to begin to familiarize the student with the vocabulary.
The recognition or recall of many of the terms is not an objective of
this module. These terms will become part of the objectives in the

modules covering the specific content to which the terms are
iruportiot.
2.1.1X Given descriptions of the following terms:
Anatomy
Physiology
Biochemistry
Biophysics
posing cntenon is

won- I

Falco/

SYSTEMS (ANATOMY AND

rHysioLoor)

nd can be

the student should be able to recognize the
elated with each description Loin a list of labels.

2.3.1.K Givepa list of statements, the student should be able to

select the statement(s) that is (are) true about cells. The
statements will concern basic principles of cell function,
cell specialization, and cell stru

2.32.K Given esoriptions of the following terms:
Protein
Carbohydrate
Lipid
Nucleic
DNA
RNA
Metabolism
the

udent should be able to reco

ni

the label asso-

with each description from a list of labels.

2.4.I.K

Given dcscript ores of each of the following anatomic

Anterior
Posterior
Ventral
Dorsal
Superior
Inferior

Trull

Superficial

Thorax

Distal
Medial
Lateral
1=lead

Neck

A.

Internal
External
Proximal

Extremities
Prone
Supine

the student should be able to recall and write the name
associated with each description.
2.4.2.K Given descriptions of each of the following

11.12

MODULI I

D Ariwn

torruc

Craniad
Cephalad
Mesiad
Caudad
Laterad

Sagittal
Midsag
Transverse
Corona]

the student should be able to recognize the label associated with each description from a list of labels.
2.5.1.K.

Given a list of statements, the student should be,able to
select those s ements that are true about the function of
epithelial and connective tissue.

2.6.1.K Given a set of pictures or illustrations of bodes, the
student should be able to classify the shape of the bone as

either long, short, flat, or irregular.
2.6.2.K Given a list of labels, the student should be able to select
the label(s) associated with the various structural components of bones.

2.6.3.K Given a list of labels, the student should be able to identify
the composition of bone.

2.6.4.K Given a list of labels, the student should be able to identify
the major bones comprising the humanikeleton.
2.6.5.K

Given a list of labels, the student should be able to identify
the various types of joint articulations.

2.6.6.K

Given a list of labels, the student should be able to identify
the venous types of joint movements.

2.7.1.K Given a list of labels, the student should be able to identify
the classification, major groupings, and functions of
_muscles.

Z.S. 1.K

Given a list of structures, the student should be able tc
select those structures associated with the respiratory

LrWrT 2_ KU AN sysrehts (ANATOACY AND PINY

Y

systems. for example,

Trachea
Laryr&
Bronchi
Alveoli
Pleural sac

2.8.2.K

Given a list of functions, the student should be able to
describe those functions associated with the respiratory
system.

2.9.1.1 Given a hat of libel% the student should be able to select
those labels associated with the digestive system, for
example,

Pancreas
Gallbladder
Colon
Small intestine
2.9.2.K Given a list cif - digestive system structures, the studtnt
should be able to describe the function of the structures.

2.10 1. Kj Given a list of labels, the student should be able to select
those labels associated with the structure of the Cire1118tory system.

a list of labels, the student should be able to select
is associated with the structure of the lymphatic
system.
.1.K Given a list of renal system structures, the student should
be able to locate and describe the function of each
structure.
2.12.1.1

Given a list of labelss or phrases describing subsystems, the

student should be able to select those subsystems asso-

ciated with the nervous system and describe their
functions.

11-14
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tT

Given a list of labels, the student should be able to select
those labels associated with the female and male repro-

2.13.

ductive structures.
labels, the student should be able to agile
Given
those labels associated with the endocrine system.

2.14.1.}

2.15.1.K Given a list cif fun ions performed by the following
systems, subsystems, r organs of the body:
Muscles
Skeleton

Spinal cord
Autonomic nervous system

Joints
Respiratory syster

Renal system
Liver
Digestive system
Peripheral nervous system
Endocrine system

Alveoli
Lymphatic system
Brain

the student should be able to recognize and associate the

bel for each system, subsystem, or organ with the
appropriate function.
Lnatruetor Activities

Assign the material referred

during

immediately before beginning this

Chapter 2, Unit 2, of the Text
Knowledge objectives for this unit

Alternative or suggest

readin

The Wonder-fill Hainan /Machine. Chicago:
Association, 1971.

Amen ri Medical

Ruth L. Menunler. The Finnan Body in Health and Disease, 3d
ed. Text and workbook. Phi ladelphia:J.B. Lippincott Company,
1970.

Pr

rc a written teat

the krno ledge objectives listed in this

unit.

UNri 1_ HUMAN SYtilli1aA3 41r4A TOMY AND PHY%IOLQOY)

Prepare a lecture following the content outline of page 11-17. To
assist you, the following suggistions are made:

At the beginning of the unit, inform the students that there will
be ) no demonstration sessions arid (2) no practice sessions.
Review the available audiovisual materials appropriate for this
unit. The following items may be helpful:

Materials

a. Manikin
b. Skeleton
c. Beef muscle tissue
d. Chicken cartilage
e. Beef bone, cut vertically
f. Beef joint

g. Beef heart
Anatomic charts
a. Overall body structure
b. Skeletal systeir
c. Muscular system
d. Nervous system
e. Digestive system
f. Circulatory system
46 Respiratory system

When presenting anatomy, instruct the students to select a
partner and to locate and palpate the anatomical parts as
discusseclfor example, the hurnerous and associated muscle
groups, the location of internal organs.

Remember that the content outline is organized to present an
overview of the various human systems. If a more extensive
presentation of anatomy and physiology is preferred, the instructor is directed to expand the outline to the desired level. If
the content is expanded, the knowledge objectives should reflect
this modification.

Conduct an evaluation after the lecture and after the stud
had time to study.

YS1I,

ANIL) PALI

I

s

ASSESS

have

Cbakbosscland cbal,k
knatotoic charts (if avalisible):
Body structure (overall)
Si Metal syster
Muscular system
lcrvous systems
tiVe system

Circulatory system

wry Wiscul
t And Mstedls edict]

if available)
flea (f available)
(if availabl
'caliy (if av
Beef joint (if available)
Beef heart Cif available)

Materials
optional)

Knowledge
Written test
Tart'

ua systems (introduction)

2.1.

A. Anatomy --the form of living systems
B. Physicilogythe function of living systems
C. Biochertistrythe chemistry of living systems
1,. biophysics----the study of the physical methods of living
systems

UNIT

INJIAAN

AND

rmyslowor)

II- t 7

um=
The in

must be in a near conatat

1. Temperature
2. Oxygen supply
3. Carbon dioxide level
4. Nutnent supply
5. Inorganic--ion concentration
C. Systems M the body contribute to this balance.

D. The regulatory process starts when an imbalance is
present.

13. Basic unit of life--the cell
A. Theprinciples of cells are essentially the same.
1. Exchanging materials with immediate environm
2. Obtaining energy from nutrients
3. Synthesizing proteins
4. Beprodipction
B. Differences in cells are due to spe l tion.
C. Molecules are the basic structure of cells.
1. Water (approximately 80 percent)

2. Inorganic eleetrolres
3. Organic molecules (compounds of carbon)
a.

b. Lipids
c. Carboh
d. Nucleic
(1) DNA
(2) RNA
D. Food is converted to energy.
1.

Protein is transformed intp simple amino acids in the
digestive system.

2. Carbohydrates and fats are similarly broken down.
3. They are absorbed into the blood stream.
4. They penetrate the cell membranes.
5. Metabolism is the chemical reaction that changes nutrients into energy.
2.4.

Anatomic terminology
(Use a volunteer student, manikin, chart, or other visual aids,
MODULE IL

HUMAN SYSTEMS AND PATIENT ASSESSMENT

to point out the flow. Also try to point ou
suffixes of the terms as they are discussed.)

A. Body Surface
1.

2. Areas
B. Location
1. Anterior toward the front of the body
2. Ventraltoward the anterior side
3. Posteriortoward the back of the body
4. Don-sal--toward the posterior side

S. Medialtoward the center plane (heart)
6. Lateral--away from the medial plane

7. Superiorupper
S. Inferior =lower
9. Superficialnear the surface
10. Deepremote from the surface

11. Internalinside
12. Exta-naloutside
13. Proximaf--point lieStellt (to any part of reference)

14. Distalpoint farthest (from any part of reference)
C. Direction

1. Craniad toward the cranium
2. Caudad--toward the tail end
3. Mesiadtoward the midline
4. Cephaladtoward the head
5. Lateradtoward the side away from the midline
D. Sections
1. Sagittal a vertical line dividing left from right

2. Midsagittala section dividing the body into equal
right and left sections

3. Transverse or crossa horizontal cut dividing the body
into upper and lower portions

4. Coronala vertical cut dividing the body into anterior
and posterior portions
E. Regions

1. Head
2. Neck
3. Trunk

a. Thorax
b. Abdomen
4. Extremities
UNIT 2
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F, Poeitices

1. Supinea horizontal p_ ositios
the backLao rotation
2. Proms --a horizontal

downno rotation
2.5. Thane

d. Absorption
B.

eve
1- Ines
a. Loose c
e give
b. Hematopoietic
c. Strong aupport
supportive

2.6.

The body structurethe

2. Structure of bodes

a. Diaphysisthe shaft of a long bone
b. Epiphysisthe end of a long bone
c. Pericateumconnective tissue around the bone

d. Endosteumconnective tissue lining the medullary
cavity

C. Medullaryrelating to the

(-

marrow)

I Marrowonnective true inside the bone
3. Composition of bones

a. Water
b. Inorganic minerals
c. Organic compounds
1I
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-206 bones
bones

(1) Skull-29 bones

V i i X26

b. Appendicular skeleton -126 bones
(1) Upper eatremities-64 bones
bones
(a) Pectoral
(b) Arms and hands -60 bones
(2) Lower extremities-62 bones
) Pelvic girdle 2 bones
(1)) Legs and feet-60 bones

B. Articulationsjoints
1. Types of articulations (describe each)

a. Glidingisrthrodia
b. Hingeginglyeaus
c.

.

Ball and socketenaribrosis

d. Pivottrochoid

Ellipsoidal -1 r
Saddle
2. Types of movement (descri
f.

a. Flexionextension
b. Abductionadduction'
c. PronationsupinatiolL
d. Rotation
c.

Circurnduction

The moving for_

2.7.

u_

A. Classification (give examples)
1. Voluntary muscles
2. Involuntary muscles

3. Cardiac
4. Tendons
5. Ligaments
B. Major groups
1.

Voluntary (give examples)

a. Sternocleidomastoid
b. Pectoralis
um"'

2
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c. Oluteal
el. Biceps

e. Triceps
2. Involuntaiy
a.
b.

c. Stomach
voluntary)

d. Si

1. Movement

a. Contraction
b. Extension
2. How muicli function
a. Point out that
b. Point out that heat and lactic
c. Di9C11111the need for oxygen.

2.8. The basis for fuel consum

sysi

A. Structure (describe locations and purposes)

L Nose
2. Turbinatea
3. Sinus
4. Mouth

6. T
7. Larym
8. Lung
9. Bronchi
10. Alveoli
11. Pleural sac
B. Function
1. Air is inspired to the lungs.
2. Oxygen attaches to hemoglobin.
3. Blood carries hemoglobin to the cells.
4. The cells use oxygen to burn glucose for
5. Cubon dioxide is released.
6. Carbon dioxide is carried in the blood back to the lungs.
7. The lungs expire.
8. Tyre controlling mechanism is PCO2 about 400
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C. Normal state
verage olf` 18 per minute

2. Four- to six - minute (average) supply of oxygen in the

system after breathing has stopped due to injury or
disease

2.9. The inpu t system-digestive system
A. Structure (describe the locations and p

1. Mouth (teeth)
oar

2.
3.

4. Esophagus

5. Stomach

6. Liver
7. Pancreas

8. Gallbladder
9. Small intestine
10. Colon (large intestine)

B. Function
1. Food is the input.
2. Proteins, carbohydrates, and fats are broken down to
simple compounds.

3. Compounds are absorbed by viii into the blood stream
and lymphatic system.

4. Waste products are excreted.
2.10.

13

tribution circulatory system

A. Structure (describe the rations and purposes)

1. Heart

a. Atria
2,

b. Ventricles
Arteries
a. Pulmonary

b. Aorta
c.

Arterioles

d. Capillaries

LJNTT 7
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3. Veil
a. Pulmonary
b. Velum cavae

c, Venules
4. Blood
a. Red ceils
b. White cells
c. Plittelets

d. Plasma
linction
1. Obtains oxygen

a. Blood passes from the right trium to the right
ventricle.

b. The right ventricle pumps blood to the lungs
through the pulmonary arteries
c.. Oxygenated blood goes from the lungs through the
pulmonary vein to the left atrium.

d. From the left atrium the blood passes to the left
ventricle.

2. Distributes oxygen and nutrients
a. Point out that the process is from the left ventricle to
the aorta.
b. Point out that nutrients are metabolized in the liver
and other organs.
c. Point out that the process is from the arteries to the

arterioles to the capillaries.
d. Point out that cells burn nutrients and oxygen.
e.

Point out that capillaries pick up waste products

f.

including carbon dioxide.
Point out that the flow is to the venules and thei
the venae cavae.

g. Point out that the kidneys remove waste products
from the blood stream.

h. Point out that muscles move blood inferior
heart with the help of valves.
C. Systemic blood circuits

1. Coronary
2. Upper extremities
3.

Neckaand head

4. Thorax

11-24
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6. Pelvis

7)1t

1

D. Lymphatic
1. Structure (describe locations and p
a. Conduction of lymph

(I) Ca
(2) Vessels

(3) Ducts
b. Splr 1 function tiss
(1) Nodes
(2) Spleen
(3) Tonsils
(4) Thymus
2. Function
a_ Tissue fluid is filtered out of blood capillaries.
b. Fluid (lymph) is returned to the blood stream by the

lymphatic systeit
c. Flow is maintained by:
(1) Pressure difference in the system
(2) Formation of lymph
(3) Intestinal movements
(4) Muscles in lymph vessels
(5) Muscle activity
(6) Respiration
d. Special function tissue adds lymphocytes and antibodies fo the system.
2.11. Renal system

A. Structures (describe location and function)
1. Kidneys
2. Ureter

3. Bladder
4. Urethra
B. Function
Controls production and elimination of urine
2. Eliminates toxic substances and waste products,
3. Maintains salt and water balance
4. Maintains acid-base balance
1.

UNrr 3
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a. Brain

3. Au
B. Function

L Brain
R
b. Scat of consciousness
c. Seat of sensations
d. Source of ',pituitary acts
e. Seat of emotion
f. Seat of higher mental processes
g. Seat of complex reflex center
2. Spinal cord

a. Conducting pathway
b. Simple reflex center
3.

Peripheral nervous system

a. Transmits messages from various parts of the body
to the brain

b. Composed of afferent bersimpulscs to the brain

c. Composed of efferent fibersimpulses from the
brain
4. Autonomic nervous system
a. Regulates activities of the visceral organs

b. Balances the body system

5. Parasympathetic
a. In action when the body is at rest

b. Generally specific
6. Sympathetic
a_ in action when the body is in action
b. Widespread effect
2.13. Reproductive system

A. Structure (des

ions and functions)

I. Female
a. Ovaries
11-26
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b. Fallopian tub7es

C. Uterus
Vagina

e. External
Male

a. Testes
h. Duct system

c. Memory
d. Urethra
Functirm:

2.14. Remote
Ai Structure (describe the 1OC&tis and purposes)

14 Pituitary
2. Thyroid gland
gland
4. Adrenal glands

5. Pancreas
6. Ovaries
7. Testes
B. Function: control ofbody
of hormones
2.15. Summary (briefly review
A. Cells
B. Skeleton (function)
1. Bones

2. Joints
C. Muscles (functiol)
D. Digestive system (function)
E. Circulatory system (function)
1. Pulmonary circuit
2. Systemic circuit
3. Lymphatic system
F. Renal system
G. Nervous system (function)
H. Reproductive system
1. Endocrine system

UNri 3
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After comp

it

this module, the student should be able to
at least 80 percent* of the following:

qtly respond

3.1.1.K Given a list of reasons, the student should be able to select
the reason(s) why a primary survey is conducted.

3.1.2.K Upon request, the student should be able to recall (from
memory) and list the steps involved in the primary assess.
ment of a communicative patient and a noncornmunicative:

patient. To complete the objective, the student must list
those steps involved in the primary assessment of the
noncomrnunicative patient in correct sequence.

list of reasons, the student should be able to select
orming a secondary assessment.
the reason for

3.1.3.K Given

3.1.4.K The student should be able to recall the four compone
a secont
assessment.

3.1.5.K Given a description of a patient indicating whether the
patient (1)-zan communicate and (2) has a suspected medical or trauma-related problem, the student should be able to

rank, in the order of their importance, the four pertinent
components of a secondary assessment.
'The selection ot. 80

s passing criterion is arbitrary

nd can be

modified.
UNrr k. PATIENT

ENT'
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3.1

Given a deserlpdon of a

ti

patient (1) can COMMunicate and (2) has t a

cal or trauma-related problem; the student should be able to
select the components of the secondary patient assessment
that will be all based on the patient's problem.

3.2.1.K Given the following per:
Immediate history of the patient
Past medical history of the patient
Family medical history

kident should be able to recall and list the components
included in each of the above for medically-related
or trauma-related problems.
"3.2.2.K Given a written description of a patient's history including

the immediate history, pastedical history, and family
history, with information deleted, the student should be able

to supply the missing information. In any given written
description, no more than three pieces of information will be
deleted.

3.2.3.K The student should be able to recall and list in writing four
sources of information that are available to an EMT at. the
Wale.
t
3.3.1.K Given a situation that calls for the examination of a patient

with a suspected trauma- related problem, the student
should be able to recall the signs that should be sought when
examining the following:

Head
Neck
Thorax
Abdomen
Extremities
3.4.1.10 Given a list containing general categories of things to look

for when getting diagnostic and vital signs, the student
should be able to list the specific items under each category,
11-30
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Mini*, l

ravira

list, at a nikiMum;

Rectus abdominis breathing
is Retraction of intercostal sPace
Breath sounds

.K Given a situation that calls for the Ciaraillation of a pati

withea std medical problein, the student should be
able to recall the signs to be sought when examining the:

Neck
Thorax
Abdomen
Extremities
3.6.1.K Given a situation describing a patient with a possible illness
or injury who may or may not be able to communicate, the
student shook be obis to describe the procedute for evaluat-

Lng the patient described. Minimally, the student should
include the appropriate primary assessment and specify The
order of the four components of the secondary assessment
and the areas of the assessment that would be emphinized.

3.7.1.K The student should be able to recall the eight components of
a patient's history that should be included when communiting information to the hospital personnel.

3.7.2.K Given a sample case presentation with the information in
random order, the student should be able to identify the
important information and place the information in the
correct order to be communicated to the hospital persoiMel.

3 8 1.K Given a list of statements, the student should be able to
select the one that best describes the purpose of triage.

3.8.2.K Given a-lt of patients that includes each patient's problem

and vital signs, the student should be able to indica

11J1431-
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third priority.
3.8.3.K Given a list of at east fivf patients

includes tht patients'
problems and vital Aligns, the studept should rank the
pa,ents in the order they should receive treatment.

IlEOb

After completing the module, the student should be able to
correctly perform each of the skill objectives. "Correctly" will

defined by the instructor during the lecture and demonstration
sessions. Skill evaluation sheets are itcluded in this module.

3.1.11 Given a fellow student posing as a
the student
should be able to demonstrate, in proper sequence, the
procedure for conducting a primary assessment for:
A communicative
A noncommumcative patient

3,2.1.5 Given a student posing as a conscious, communicative
Ritient with sir iajug or illness, the student should be able

to demonstrate the proc lure for obtaining the patient's
case history. The history will include:

Immediate history
Past history
Family history
The info- rrnation required for each segment will
by the instructor during the lecture.
3.3.1.5

specifi

Given a student posing as a patient with a suspectrd
trauma-related problem, the student should be able to
demonstrate the correct procedure for conducting the necessary patient assessment. The student 'should -include, as
part of the demonstration, examination of the heistd, neck,
thorax, abdomen, and extremities.
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3.4.1.5 Given a stethoscope, sphygmomanometer, pen light, and a
student posing as a patient, the student should be able to
demonstrate the correct procedure and technique for taking

diagnostic and vital signs. The specific activities to be
demonstrated are assessment of the following:

Pups reaction to light
Respirations
Pulse
Skin (texture and
Blood pressure
3.5.1.5 Given a stethoscope and a student posing as a patient, the

student should be able to demonstrate the procedure for
conducting a patient assessment with a person suspected of
a medical problem. The student should include as part of
the demonstration, auscultation of the lung, 21 eart, and
abdominal sounds.

3.6.1.5 Given a student posing as a communicative patient, the
student should be able to demonstrate the procedure for
conducting a patient assessment when the patient is suspected of having the following:

Medical problem
Trauma-related problem
3.6.2.5 Given a student posing as a noncommunicat ve patient, the

student should be able to demonstrate the procedure for
conducting a patient assessment when the patient is.susof having the following:

Medical problem
Trauma-related problem
NOTE: Objectives 3.6.1.5 and 3.67275"
the skills listed in Objectives
include

objectives and
.S through

3.5.1..erefore, the demonstrations and practice sessions

are orb to present all objectives individually, but the
skill evaluation sheets provided are for the Terminal Objectives 3.6.1.5 and 3.6.2.S.

IJPITT
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Instructor Activities

Assign the material referred to below during the c
immediately before the beginning of this unit:

Chapter 2, Unit 3, of the Text.
Skill and knowledge objectives for this unit.

Prepare a written test using the knowledge objectives listed in this
unit.

Prepare a lecture using the content outline on page 11-36. To
assist you in preparing and conducting the lecture, the following are
suggested:

Inform the students hag this unit involves five demonstration
sessions:
.S

Primary Assessment

3.3.1.5 Secondary Assessment of the Head for Traumatic
Injury
3.3.2.5 Secondary Assessment of the Body and Extremities

for Traumatic Injury
3.4.1.5 Assessment of Diagnostic and Vital Signs
3.5.1.5 Secondary Assessment for Suspected
Problems

Medical

Inform the students that the unit involves four practice
sessions:

- Pri

ary assessment
= Assessment of diagnostic and vital signs; secondary assess-

ment of thorax and abdomen for suspected medical
problems

Secondary assessment (head, body, and extremities) for
traumatic injury
= Simulation exercises in:
a. Taking patient histories
Primary assessment
_. Secondary assessment
11-34
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Inform the students at the end of this unit that they will be tested
on their attainment of both the knowledge and skill objectives
contained in this unit.

Read the demonstration and practice session outlines before
conducting the unit lecture. It should be noted that the skill
evaluation format differs from that of the demonstrations and
practice sessions. The skill evaluations require the students to
combine the procedures discussed in the demonstrations and
practiced during the practice sessions. For this reason, it might
be beneficial if after Practice Session 3 the students be given an
opportunity to practice the skills as they are listed on the skill
evaluation sheets.

It should be further noted that Practice Session 4 is a simulation
exercise; before implementing this particular practice session, it

is recommended that the instructor read the instructions attached to it. Note: This practice session is designed only to
assist the students in acquiring the skills and learning to recognize problems and recommended treatments.
During the lecture, present the status of a normal patient for all
aspects of the assessment; for example, normal vital signs, skin
color, etc.

When presenting Section 3.2 of the suggested content outline,
note that each segment of the secondary assessment involves
some anatomy. When discussing the anatomy, it is suggested
that the students not be held responsible for remembering the
location of specific components (understanding will be facilitated in future modules).
When presenting Section 3.7 of the suggested content outline,
demonstrate the correct procedure for transferring information
to the hospital personnel.
When presenting Section 3.8 of the suggested content outline,
present situations describing triage and the screening of patients.
Administer a written test covering the knowledge objectives in this

unit. This test should be given after the students have had an
opportunity _o study the material.
Conduct the skill evaluations using the provided skill evaluation
sheets after the students have had an opportunity to practice.

UNIT 3
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Equipment and Mate
uiprnent --Educational
Chalkboard and chalk

Pen light (one for each student)
Stethoscope (one for each student)
Sphygmomanometer (one for every two students)

Materials
Knowledge objectives (optional)
Skill objectives (optional)
Text
Written test (to be prepared by instructor)
Skill evaluation sheets
Demonstration outlines (five)
Practice session descriptions (four)
Optional: anatomic charts
Bones

Head
Eye

Ear
Abdomen
Thorax

Content Outline
Introduction
Review the skill and knowledge objec
Review the topics.
Discuss the purpose of patient a
M

a Primary assessment
b. Secondary assessment

MODULE II:

AN SYSTEM AND PATIENT AES

MENT

Discuss the components of patient assessment.
a. Patient's history
b. Evaluation of diagnostic signs
c. Examination for suspected medical problem

d. Examination for suspected trauma-related problem
Review patient assessment procedure.
3.1.

Patient assessment

A. Procedure for basic history-taking
examination
1. The emphasis is on procedures.

and

physical

2. A step-by-step procedure is necessary to gather all
information.

3. The temptation is to jump to a conclusion before
gathering all information.
B. Need for gaining the patient's confidence
1. The EMT is viewed as an extension of the hospital by
the patient and family_
2. The patient's view is colored by

a. His physical conditionfor example, pain, dyspnea
b. Fear of the unknown
c. The patient's conception of what should be done
d. Sociocultural or racial prejudices
e_

His reaction to the attitude of an EMT

3. The family will often react to an EMT in a similar
manner.
4. The responsibility for establishing a good relationship
lies with an EMT.
a. Manner of conduct
b. What the EMT says and does
c. Information provided to the patient and family
C. Purpose in an emergency situation (two stages)
1. Primary assessment
a. Rapidly identify existing life-threatening situations.

b. Determine whether an evolving process is under
way leading to further life-threatening complications_

2. Secondary assessment
a. Evaluate the entire patient to determine if underlying problems are present.
umrr 1
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b. Perform after all life - threatening situations are
treated.
c. Gather information to communicate to the hospital.
D. Steps in patient assessment

1. Primary assessmentinitial inspection as approaching
the patient
a. Discuss the need to observe for:

(1) Severe hemorr
(2) Gross deformities
(3) General assessment of situations
(4) Obvious mechanisms of injury
b., Discuss the need to perform a prim
(1) Discuss the procedure.
(a) Establish consciousness.
(b) Establish an airway.

(c) Check for breathing include inspection
for severe chest trauma.
(d) Check the circulation.
(i) Pulse
(ii) Severe hemorrhage

(2) Point out that before establishing an airway,
if the mechanism of injury indicates, check for

cervical spine injury by inspection and palpation before moving the patient.

(3) Point out that if the patient is alert and communicative, it is only necessary to evaluate for
severe chest trauma and hemorrhage.
c. Discuss the need to make an initial determination of
whether the problem appears to be medical or
trauma-related.
d: Present Demonstration 3.1.1.
e.

Present Practice Session 1.

2. Secondary assessmentcomplete assessment
a. Discuss the four components of secondary assessment.
(1) Development of a patient's history
(2) Evaluation of diagnostic and vital signs
(3) Examination for a medical problem,
(4) Examination for a trauma-related problem

(5) Further definitions of each component are
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given in this unit_ Give a brief description at
this time and give examples.

(a) A patient in an auto accident (apparent
trauma) wrecked his car because of a heart
attack.
(b) A patient having severe chest pain (medical
problem) collapsed and has a hidden scalp
laceration.
b. Discuss t c necessity of including each component
me degree in any patient assessmentemphasis
based on specific situations.
c. Point out that the emphasis will be determined from
the evaluation of the patient; specifically:

(1) Patient's ability to communicate

(2) Patient's problemmedical or trauma-

3.2.

Acquisition of the patient's history

A. Discuss importance.
1. Point out that this history has a direct bearing on:
a. What an EMT does
b. The care given to the patient inhhe hostal

2. Point out that the patient must r

that it is his

sibility to give a completgaini accurate history to
hospital personnel.
B. Point out that the history is divided into three parts.
1. Discuss the history of the immediate situation.
2. Discuss the patient's past medical history.
3. Discuss family medical history (usually not relevant in
the field with trauma patients)
4. Point out that the patient's history begins as soon as an
EMT arrives in any situation and continues
throughout.
5. Point out that it is obtained from:
a. Patient

b. Family
c. Bystanders

virormiental clues
e. Observation of the patient
d.

"Ara

_Ass

MIHT
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C. Discuss the need to obtain a history of the present illness,
1. Need for a directed history
Point out that there is a balance between allowing
the patient to ramble and leading the patient.
b. Point out that the purpose is to determine why you
were called.

c. Discuss medical versus trauma-related problems-history and examination procedures differ in
em

2. Need to gather information (general format)
a. Gross problem identification
(1) Chief complaint
(2) How the patien, currently feels
b. Location of the problem
(I) Location of pain

(2) Other symptoms .(e.g., dwiness, short of
breath)
c. Quality of symptom(s)
(I) How the symptom feels
(2) What the symptom resembles
d. Quantity_of symptom(s)
(1) Pain intensity
(2) Effect on normal functioning

e. Chronology

f

(1) Time of the onset
(2) Duration of symptoms (medical)
(3) Frequency of symptoms (medical)
Cause of the problem (trauma)

(I) What occurred
(2) Any contributing physical cause
.16

(3) How did the injury take place (e.g.:, patient's
head hit the corner of a table when he fell)?
g_

Scenario of first symptoms (medical)
(1) Where did the first symptoms occur?

(2) What was the patient sing?
h. Aggravating and alleviating factors
(1) Aggravating events or movements
(2) Alleviating events or movements
Associated complaints
(1) Other symptoms

MODULE H
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(2) Effected normal body functions
D. Discuss the need to obtain the patient's medic
1. General health prior to the current problem

2. Current meal problem
a. Attending physician, name,
b. Medication

dress

c. Treatments
3. Recent surgery

a. Type
b. When
4. Injuries
a. Type
b. When
5. Allergies
E. Discuss the need to obtain a family medical history (it is
occasionally informative).
1. Immediate family members' general health
2. Recent illnesses
a. Description

b. Symptoms
F. Point out that it is not necessary to collect information in
the exact order presented, but as much information as is
available should be collected and recorded.
G. Review the information required.

Examination for trauma- related problems

r trauma-related problems
If it appears to be a thurnaJpelated problem, perform
before the evaluation of diagnostic signs and medical
problems.
If it appears to be a medical problem, perform only after

A. Sequence of examining
1.

2

the evaluation of diagnostic signs and medical prof
ernsif the patient can communicate, it may only be
necessary to ask a question.
B. Components ---define each one.

1. Inspection
2. Auscultation
3. Palpation
4. Percussion

VNIT
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C. Procedure for assessmentsteps involved by area
describe the procedure for each area.

1. Head
a. Inspection

(1) Obvious hemorrhage
42) Ecchymosis, erythema, contusions
(3) Scalp lesions

b. Palpation
(1) Lumps
(2) Depressions
(3) Pain on compression of skull if the patient is
communicative

2. Eye
a. Inspection

(1) Lacerations to the lid or globe
(2) Foreign matter in the eye

(3) Anisocoria
(4) Eye movements
(5) Pupillary reaction

b. Palpation
(I) Swelling in the orbital or periorbital area

(2) Failure to sense touch in the supra- and infraorbital areasif the patient is communicative

3. Earinspect for:
a. Discharge from the external auditory canal

b. Ecchymosis over the mastoid (Battle's sign)
c. Lacerations
d. Bleeding

4. Nose inspect for:
Presence of rhinorthea
b. Patent nostrils
c. Bleeding from the nose
d. Flaring of the anterior nares on inspira
a.

n

5. Mouth
a.

1142

Inspection
(1) Potential obstructed airway
(2) Edema or hematoma
3) Bleeding
(4) Teeth or dentures g- in the pharynx
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(5) Check alignment of the teeth
(6) Pain when the patient bites the teeth together
b. Palpation for fractures of:
(1) Zygomatic bones
(2) Migidible

(3) Maxilla
6. Demonstration 3.3.1.5

7. Neck
a. Inspection

(1) Retraction at the suprasternal notch on inspiration; trachaal deviation
froth the midline
(2) Deviation df the trachea from
b. Palpation
(1) Cervic.al spine
(2) Chondro costal compression
(3) Kernig's sign
(4) Pain on extension or flexion

c. Auscultationair sounds in the trachea
8. Skin
a. Jaundice
b. Cyanosis
c.

Diaphoresis

d. Temperature
e. Clammy
f.

Pallor

9. Thorax
a. Inspection
( )

Respiration

(a) Ratetachypnea
(b) Depth
(1)

HYperpnea

(ii) Hypopnea
(c) Retraction of intercostal space between the
ribs

(2) Chest elevation symmetryflail chest
(3) Lacerations, punctures, or ecchymosis
b. Palpation
(1) Palpate the vertebrae and ribs for symrne
tenderness

UN/1" 3
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(Z) Anterior to posterior compression of the
thorax
(3) Lateral to-lateral compression of the thorax
(4) Compression of the clavicle
(5) Cranial to chordal compression
(6) Pressure of the costochondml junction
(7) Compression on the costovertebral angles
c. Auscultationlimited to hear only a small perc
age of the lung volume and heart sounds.
(1) Lung sounds
(a) Absent or unequal breath sounds

lb) Characteristics of:
(i) Rales
(ii) Rhonchi''
(iii) Wheezes
(iv) Stridor
(2) Heart sounds
d. Percussion
(1) Presence of fluid in the thorax
(2) Presence of pneumothorax in a collaps

g

10. Abdomen

a. Inspection
(1) Lacerations, ecchymosis, burns, etcetera
(2) Hentsttima
(3) Flexion of the hips to relieve

b. Auscultationbowel sounds
c. Palpation (must be done firmly)

(1) Distended abdomen
(2) Guarding
(3) Local tenderness
(4) Rebound pain
1. Extremities
a. Inspection

(1) Abnormal angulationbone ends protruding
(2) Extremity pulse present
(a) Dorsalis pedis
(b) Radial
(3) Nail bed color (cyan
(4) Impaired sensation
(5) Inability to move joint
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(6) Lacerations, ecchy
(7) Needle marks, bites

b. Palpationstress for abnormal reaction
12. Central nervous system
a. Inspection
Mental state
(a) Consciousness
(b) Orientation

(c) Responiivenessdescribe what the patievit
can do, that is, his response to verbal stimulus and pain.
(2) Gross deformities
(3) Lacerations
(4) Decerebrate posturing
(5) Decorticate posturing
b. Palpation
(I) Tenderness
(2) Deformities
(3) Sensation and muscle strength
13. Demonstration 3.3.2.5
14. Practice Session 2

3.4.

Evaluation of diagnostic signs
A. Sequence of taking signs
1. If the patient is communicative with a traumatic injury,
take the signs after assessing the site(s) of the injuries.
2. If the patient is communicative with a medical problem,
take the signs after primary assessment and in conjunction with taking the medical history, if possible.
3.

If the patient is noncommunicative, take the signs
immediately after the primary assessment.
ostic and vital signs
tail status

a. Consciousnessavoid descriptive words like -stupor,- be specific_

b. Reaction to stimunisdescribe
Orientation
d. Responsiveness
c.

UNIT' 3-
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2. Respirations
a. Tracheal deviation
b. Rate---lachypnea

c. Depth
(1) Hyperpnea
(2) Hypopnea
d. Dyspnea
e. Breathing sounds
f.

Flaring of the anterior flares on inspiration

g. Retraction of the suprasternal notch on inspiration
h. Retraction of intercostal spaces
3. Pulse

a. Rate
b. Rhythm
c. Strength
4. Blood pressure
a. Sphygmomanometer
b. Readings by auscultation
(1) Systolic
(2) Diastolic
C. Demonstration 3.4.1.5

3.5.

Seconds

0

y if n

sment examination for a sus

problem

A. The sequence of examining for a suspected medical
problem
1.

If it appears to be a medical problem, perform after
taking the diagnostic and vital signs.

2.

If it appears to be a trauma-related problem, perform
after the examination for a trauma-related problem.

In those instances where the patient has a traumarelated problem, the survey for a medical problem may
simply be asking a question.

B. Componentsreview each.
1.

Inspection

2. Auscultation
3. Palpation

4. Percussionof limited

e in a field situation
C. The steps involved.
1. Procedure for medical problems:
emphasis is placed
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am the
central nervous system)
2. Procedukva for the neck
a_

b. Au

(1) hales
(2) Ithcnclti
(3) Wheezes
(4) Stridor

c. PdPationsyrnm

reaching

d. Percussion
( 1) Flernothonur

(2) Pneurnothoras
4. Procedures for the thorax hest: auscultation for abnormal heart sounds
5. Procedures for the abdom
a_ Inspection
( 1) Flexion of the hips to relieve pain

(2) Nomad contour duriughrothing
(3) Distention
b. Auscultation
( 1) Point out that the EMT should auscultate for
bowel semis.
(2) Point out that increased hovel contractions
are a characteristic sound.
c. Palpation
( 1)

Distention

(2) Guarding
(3) Local tenderness
(4) Rebound pain
6. Procedures for the central nervous system
a Inspection
( 1) Mental state

(2) Pupil reaction
(3) Eye movements
(4) Muscle tone
(3) Paralysis

uwrr 3- FA-rinrir

(I) Loot of feeling
(2) Reflex absent

(3) *tuck tone

3.6.

7.

(4) Paralysis
Demonstration 3.5.1.S

8.

Practice Session 3

rtertts of

p

rde)
'caw, determine if be has a

problem, the general order sbonld be:
Evaluate tbe diagnostic and vital slims.
b. Develop the patient's history.
c. Examine for a medical problem.
a-

d. Examine for a trauma-related problem.
2. If a trauma-related problem, the order should be:

a. Examine fora traurna-related problem.
b. Develop the patient's history.
c. Evaluate the diagnostic and vital sips.
d. Examine fora medical problem.
E. If the patient cannot communicate, the order should be:
I. Evaluate the diagnostic and vital signs.
2. Develop the patient's history, then determine if be has a
medical or trauma-related probletn.

3. If he has a medical problemexamine for a raeclicad
problem, then for a trauma-related problem.

4. If he has a tit-walla-related prohleniexarniae for a
trauma - related problem, then for a medical problem.

C. Review the priorities for patient assessment in different
situations.
D. Present Practice Session 4.
3.7.

Prawn cm of rnedical i

Rion

A. Point out that it is important to present information to the
emergency department soft in an orderly, concise manner
so:

1. Communication is facilitated

PA60LILE
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2. Chief complaint
3. Present illness
4. Past medical history
3. Physical
6. ERG findings
7. Treatment
8. Cooditios during transport
C. Review sample cases and prese ntat on of information.

B. Dacia* purposeselect those pat

is with

ries lobe treated first.
C. Discos categories of injuries.
1. First priority
AUrwiy and breathing difficulties

b. Cardiac west
c. Uncoetrolled bleeding
d. Severe head injuries
e. Open chest or abdominal wounds
medical problems, such as prir<ga grid
f.
h
g. Severe burns
h. Severe shock
2. Second priority

a. Burns
b. Major multiple fractures
c. Back injuries with or without spinal cord damage
Third priority
a. Minor fractures
b. Other minor injuries
c. The obviously dead
h details of patients'
D. Give examples of triage situations
injuries.

ATlittNT A _1111
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,Demonstrate so all students can see and hear.
Discuss the steps as you perform them.

Tell the students they may want to

notes during the

demonstration.
Steps
1.

Visually inspect e scene to determine:
a. The number of patients
b. Which patienti obviously require immediate treatment
c.

If any immediate hazards are present that rnigtht impair
treatment efforts

2. Move to one side of the chosen patient.
a. If the patient is moving about, have him sit or lie down.
b. Determine whether the patient is responsive.
c. Determine whether the patient can communicate.
3. If the patient can communicate:
a. Visually inspect the body from head to toe, looking for:
(I) Severe hemorrhage
(2) Sucking chest wound

b. Determine whether the patient is having acute rspir
difficulty (visual inspection).
4. if the patient cannot communicate:
a.

Determine whether the patient is having respiratory
difficulty.
( I ) Airway patien
Check the cervical spine.
(b) Open the airway.

(i) Procedure if there is no cervical injury
(ii) Procedure if there is cervical injury
(2) Determine whether respiration is present ( look

0,

feel).

urin

i
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b. Ahmed
(1) Perform prima*,
present.

(2) Perform

assessment

leans are controlled for all patients.

After the demonstration, ask the students
any questions or if they would like to see part of the

costration repeated. Dependius on the approach

schedule, then nay want the students to
practice at this time or at least have one student repeat

the danonstration, with the instructor tag the student through the skill, gating out the erron,

1132
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aipmezit

Felknv sent posmg as a victim
Pen light

Demonstrate the steps involved in the task

all the student;

n

"nand hear.
Discuss each step as it is demonstrated.

Tell the students they may want to take notes juring the
demonstration.

Tell the students to aue there, is nro cervical spine fawns
(determined during prima

_rnent).

Steps
1. Inspect the scalp for:
a. Bleeding
b. Ecehyrnosis
c. Scalp lesions

2. Palpate the scalp for:

a. Lumps
b. Depressions
c. Pain on compression of skull

3. Inspect the eyes for:
a. Lacerations to the lid or globe
b. Foreiim matter in the eye

c. Anisocora
d. Eye movements
e. Light reaction
4. Palpate the orbital area for:
a. Swelling in orbital or periorbital area
b. f allure to sense touch in supra- and irifraorbi al area
Inspect the auricular area for:
a. Discharge from the external auditory canal
b. Ecchymosis over the mastoid (Ba tt 1 e's sign)

oNrr 1 PATIENT A4 EM1rIENr1

c.

d
6. Palpate the auricular area for lumps.
7. Impact the nose for:
a. Presence of rhinorrhea
b. Patency of the nostrils
c. Bleeding from the nose
d. Flaring of the anterior nares
8. inspect the mouth for: .
a. Patency of airway

b. Edema or hematonia
c. Bleeding

d. Teeth or dentures lodged in the p
e. Alignment of the teeth
f. Pain on biting
9. Palpate the face for:

a. Lumps

b. Ed
NOTE: after the demonstration, ask the students if they have
any questions or if they would 14ice to see part of the
demonstration repeated. Depending on the approach
and schedule, the instructor may want the students to
practice at this time or at least have one student repeat
the demonstration, with the instructor talking the student through the skill, pointing out the errors.
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a

Demonstrate so all the atuta can
trat
Disc= each step AS it is
Suggest that the etudes lake notes.

d hear.

Skits
I. Inspect the neck for:

a. Retracfion at the suprasternal notch

b. Lacerations, ecchymoais, bites
c. Tracheal deviation
2. Palpate the neck for:

a. Tenderness
b. Deformity
3. Auscultate the neck for air sounds in the trachea.
4. Inspect the thorax.
a. Check elevation, symmetry, deformity.
ecehymc
b. Look for lacerations,'punctu
5. Palpate the thorax for:
a. Symmetry, deformity
b. Irregularities of the ribs
c. Pain on compression of the thorax
(1) Anterior to poeterior
(2) Lateral to lateral
d. Pain on compression of the clavicle
e. Pain on cranial to chordal compression
f. Pain on pressure to e postochonclral junction
g. Pain on cornpresaitin of the costovertebral angles
6. Percuss the body (chest, back, or abdomen) for equal tone.
7. Auscultate the thorax for:

a. Lung sounds
(1) Where to place ste

UPIrr
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(2) Patter to folio
(3) What to Eaten forstress
b. Heart sounds

13.

uslitY of breath sounds

(1) Where to place steth
(2) What to listen for
Inspect the abdorron for:
IL Lacerations, coca:on:106a

b. Flexion of hips to relieve pal

c. Contour during breathing
9. Auscultate for bowel sounds.
10. Palpate the abdomen for:
enderness
pect the extremiti

a. Abnormal anlation, bone ends
Lacerations, ecchymosis
c. Needle marks, bites
d. 'Nail bed color
e. Inability to move joints
1 Paralysis
12. Palpate the extremities for:
b.

a. 'Pulse

b. Pain
c. Swelling or abnormal contour

d. Impaired sensation
e. Impaired strength

NOTE: After the demonstration, ask the students if they have
any questions or if they would like to see part of the
demonstration repeated. Depending on the approach
and schedule, the instructor may want the students to
practice at this time or at, least have one student repeat
the demonstration, with the instructor talking the student through the skill, pointing out the errors.
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Have all the equipment ready before the demonstration
Demonstrate so all the students can see and hear.
Discuss each step as it is demonstrated.
Suggest that the students tale notes during the demonstration.

steps
I. Determine the victim's mental status.
2. Monitor the victim's respirations. Show how to:
a. Listen forTespirations
b. Feel for respiratioptand (vault
c. DiLfferentiate between hyperpnea, hypopnea,

and

tachypnea
for the victim's pulse. Show how to obtain:
a. Radial pulse
b. Carotid pulse
c. Femoral pulse
d. Evaluate strength, rhythm, and rate of pulse
4. Evaluate the findings of pulse monitoring. Point qut that the '
pulse may be:

a. Absent
b. Rapid and strong
id and weak

5. Determine the victim's skin color. Indicate the best locations
to deteinpine color.
6. Take the victim's blood pressure using a sphygrnvrnanorneter.
Indicate the following:
a. Parts of a sphygmomanometer {cuff) and names

b. Where to place cuff

UNIT 3
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e. Where
f. Hem to inflate cuff
g. How to obtain systolic and diastolic pressur e
h. How to obtain systolic pressure by palpation

d

7. Evaluate the pressure obtained. Indicate the madecision points concerning;

a. Variance of blood pressure with respect to age and sex
b. Critical pressure )evels (both high and low)
c: SYsto4c and diastolic critical readings
d What is indicated by a blood pressure reading
8. Determine if paralysis is present. Demonstrate:
a. Conscious victim
b. Unconscious victim
9. Determine the location of paralysis s
a. Lower extremities
b. Upper extremities
c. Limited paralysil to one side.

After the deMonstration, ask the students if they have
any questions or if they would like to see part of the
demonstration repeated. Depending on the approach
and schedule, the instructor may want the students to
practice at this time or at least have one student repeat
the demonstration, with the instructor talking the student thr
the skill, pointing out the errors.
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a victim
Stet

Pen

so all the students can see alid hear.
h step as it is demonstrated.
take notes during the demonst
Suggest that the stud

1.

n.

Inspect the neck for jugular vein distention
a. Describe the location of the jugular
(1) Inspect the neck,

(2) Remember that the patient's position is important.
b. Demonstrate the procedure for observing vein distention.
try, evidence of
2. Inspect the thorax for respirationay
respiratory distress.
3. Austultate the thorax for:
b

out:
4. ,Percuss the th eraa
a. Method to use
b. -Pattern to follow
c`. What to Hatch for
d. Why it is used
c. General inapplicability in emergency situations
5. Inspect the abdomen for:
a. Flexion of the hips to relieve pain
b. Contour of the abdomen during breathing
c. Disten
6. Auscultate the abdomen for bowel sounds.
7. Palpate the abdomen. .
a. Point out the following:
(1) Pattern of palpation

PATIENT

NT
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(2) Necessity of starting away

the area of

moving

ptient's eidetic
(3) One-hand versus
(4) Necessity to _increase

b.I
ration

(2) Guarding
(3) Loa/ tenderness
(4) Referied pain
8. Inspect the neck and spinal column.
a. Discuss the purpose.i
b. Describe the activities:
(1) Inspection
(2) Palpation
c. Demonstrate thf_proceclure.
NOTE: After thee- demonstration, ask the students
any questions or if they would like to see part
demonstration repented. Depending on the
and schedule, the instructor may want the students to
practice at this time or at least have one student repeat
the demonstration, with the instructor
the student through he skill, pointing out the errors.
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Practice ;Session 1

qua rnenr
Manikin or student posing as a victim

Rolls
3.1.1.S

Prnna._ry assessment

Procedure

Divide the class into groups of two (let the studen is rotate in
performing the skill).

Circulate among the students and assist then, corrrecting any
errors.
Practice Session 2
wpmen t

Manikin or student posing as a vie
Stethoscope (one for each student)

irn

9

Sri ills

3.3.1.S
3.3.2.S

Secondary assessment of the head for traumatic injury
Secondary assessment of the body and extremities for
traumatic injury

Procedure

o (let the students rotate in

and asst the students, correcting

snorneter (one for every two students)
one for every student)

11=0 i

Pen liglht (one for

n

Wristwatch
Skills
3.4.1.5

Ass

3.9.1.S

Secondary assessment for a suspected medical problem

,rnent of

gri ostic and vi

Procedure
Divide the class into groups of two and tell the students to
perform (practice) both skills on each other.

Circulate among the groups and assist the students, co
any errors.

Practice Session 4
Wpm a it

Makeup kit to simulate injuries (moulage kit)
Blood pressure cuff (one per group of four students)
Stethoscope (one per group of four studen ts)
Pen light (one per group of four students)
Watch (one per group of four students)
Description of the situation (copies to the student role- 'laving
EMT and to the st udem observer)
Victim's responses and behaviors (copies to the victim and to the
student observer)
Bystanders' responses and behaviors ( pi
bystanders
and to the student observer)
r)
Observers' evaluation sheets (copy' only to the student

Silas
g a patient's history
Primary assessment
Secondary assessment

tate and nietlical)

This practice session is designed as a sire
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There are five situations or simulations, Most of he simulations
rozeare four individuals:

The student posing as the victim
The student posing as an active bystander
The student role-playing the EMT
The student acting as an observer /evaluator

of the exercise is to help the students learn how to

patient's history and conduct a primary and secon
in as realistic an environment hs possittle It is not the
tme the individual

this exercise to have

s problems and rec
raining exercise, h

se

talent. As a potential
should not be discouraged

rn d

A day or so before this exercise is to take place, groups of three
or four students should be formed, depending on the situation.
Flioh student will role-play each of the assigned roles, one in
each simulation.

Each student should be given the sheet or sheets appropriate
for his role a day or so before the exercise is to take place, The
students should be given the following instructions:
Memorize the information oo Che rts.
Do not share your sheets with other members of the group,
particularly the evaluation sheet'

Try to be as realistic as possible when playing your part.
Use makeup, etc.

The day of the exercise, have the students break up in
ons.
groups and start their sir
After each simulation, the students should regroup and critiomen- ce of the stue t who was the EMT. At this
cize the
on treatment.
tirne, the group may want to

If you, as the instructor, feel that the students are going to have
problems implementing the simulations, you may want to enact one
of the simulations before the exercise is begun. To do this, just follow
0
UNIT 1
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Ave for a select group of three_ students -- you

the proccdu res

play the role of the student EMT.

Situation

EAT and Bystander

qt 8 p in., a call was received to go to 6723 S rally

brick house. A relative, who opens door, is ve

,venue

upset. Patient is

sitting on couch in the living room., he does not f

I well. You are to
assunne that the releative will not be available for q eationing. You are

to do a patient ;assessment, record the information and results of the
patient
swum, and communicate them to the hospital (i.e
ou will be given only a blood prey

obsery

,u1T, stethoscope,

pen light, and w atch. You are not to treat the pan

Vieties Res- on

Situa hors I:

ehaviors

PrOcedUre,s

Giver i e fc-71101,iving information, you ace to role-play the pa
the

s

try tkbe as realistic as possible: You are permitted to give

info 'rniati on to t he s tudent plaiehrig the EMT only if he or she asks for

it, th3 t IS, do not vol unteer any information. The student role-playing

the 17 NT Noy rot ask for the information in the order in which it is
listed here. Thus, you are to memorize this information.- You should
try not to use th lost' eel during the actual exercise_
Sc

he

W

h

ENT finds you, y

_.

sitting on the couch or

hair
Yo u are Give your age and sex, i
Y 0 u are

nd when asked).

responsive and cornm unicatwe

Yo ur rteritai ,-;tate is alert but apprehensive.

You have chefs pain radiating down the left arrn. The pain is a

squeeting pai n, steady and sharp. The pain started 2 hours
ago, nisi as

began to read the paper after dinner, and it is

getting w orse You have no other complaints and nothing
.

seerns to he al} eviating the pain.
Your rhy!Sicia_ is Dr. John Smith.

You have tlecn taking nitroglycerin. Approximately 1 hour

1
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4

ago, you took two nitroglycerin tablets, but they have had no
effect.

In the past, you have had two attacks, the most

in g 2

years ago.
Last year you had a broken ankle.
You have never kad surgery, and you have no alle
You did not fall or have any traurna problems.

If the student role-playing the EMT as

you any other questions

or for information that is not on this sheet, respond by saying, "I
don't know, I am not sure," or "No," unless it is a question that
has no relationship to your condition.

rverEvaluation Sheet

S

Procedure
Observe the student role-playing the EMT and check to see if the
following minimum activities were accomplished. Did the student:
No

Take a patient history, determining:

a. Cheat pain
b. Squeezing pain, steady and sharp
c. Pain started 2 hours ago

d. Pain stitrted after finished
c, No alleviating factors
f.

ing

Age and sex

g. Physician's name

h. Current medication is nitroglycerin
Nitroglycerin tablet taken an hour

agono effect
j.

Two attacks, most recent 2 years ago

k_ Broken ankle I year ago
No recent surgery
m. No allergies
I.

2.

Establish roonsive
pAnzwr koassadaNT

Yes

3. Take blood pr

ire

4. Take pulse
5.

Evaluate respirations

6. Check lun
7. Check for jugular vein distention
ermine that there is no traurna-related
°blew
List other activities

e

When the student has cornple ed his patient assessment, direct
hirn to as.s0:00,you are hospital personnel and to communicate to you

the results of the assessment. Check to see if the following is
communicated:

Important history:
Age, sex

b. Time the pain started
Medication taken
Past attacks
.

4ulse (lite an
WOO Or

--e

4. Respirations
MODULE II
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No

us

6. Lung sounds chief complaint
7.

Preenc+e vfgular vein distention
.!

After this, review the evaluation sheet with the student and
nformn him of the information he failed to get, or what activities he

ed to perform. Also, at this time you may want to ask how the
student knew there was no trauma-related problem.

Sit

ti on

Call received at 1:30 p,rn. to go to 4330 Forbes Avenue. On
arrival. a police car is present and a large crowd is milling around.
The patient is lying face down on the sidewalk. se patient is well
3

dressed. You are to do a patient assessment, record the information
and results of the assessment, and communicate them to the hospital
(i.e.,

observer). You will be given only a blood pressure cuff,

stethoscope, pen light, and watch. You are not to t rest the patient,

Situation 2:

Recto

and Behaviors o

tystanders

Sittraon
You found the patient on the sidewalk, facf down, and called the
ambulance.
Proce4Jure

When being questioned bi the student role-playing the EMT, you
are to tell hirn only the folloWing, if he asks:

You saw oothini
You called the ambulance 5 minutes ago.
You do not know if the patient fell.
You do not know the patient,
LINIIT

ATIE.

I

,

)
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Situation 2:

V

'0 Respon

and Behaviori-

Procedure
Given the following information, you are to role-play the part of
the victim; try to be as realistic as possible.

Scenario

When the EMT finds you, you are to be lying on the ground.
prone. with your face to one side.

are to be unconscious, unresponsive,
noncommunicative.
You are wearing a Medic Alert tag diabetic.
Your airway is open and you have a pulse.
You assume that you have no trauma-related problem.
You

and

Do not respond at all to the questions of the student acting as the
EMT.

Situation 2: ObserverEvaluation Sheet

Procedure

First, make sure that the patient is lying on the ground, prone,
face to one side. There should be a crowd &roust but none of the
bystanders actually witnessed what happened.
Observe the student role-playing the EMT, and check to see if the
following minimum activities were accomplished_ Did the student:

1.

Establish unr ponsi

2.

Determine mental status as unconscious

3.

Appraise the skin

4. Cheek respirs Ons
11411
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5. Take blood pressure

6. Take pulse
7, Conduct a secondary survey

a. Head
Ears

Nosed
Eyes

Mouth

b. Neck
c.

Chest

d. Abdomen

8.

e.

Extremities

f.

Back

Notice the Medic Alert tag diabetic

9. Attempt to gather inforMation from the crowd
list other activities accomplished.

When the student has completed tlae_pattent assessment, direct
him to assume you are hospital personnel and to communicate the

cation to you. Check to see if the following information

is

cgrnmunicated:
No

History
a. Patient's approximate age and sex

b. Description of situation
upim k

ATIENtr A33_
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No
(unconscious)

3. Blood pressure

4. Pulse (rate and rhythm)
5.

Respirations (rate and rhythm)

6. Presence of

ic Alert tag -=-- diabetic

7. No signs of trauma
Situation 3:

Call is received at 4:30 p.nt. to go to 4330 Beacon Street; large
apartment building. Patient is in apartment 14B. Patient is found
lying supine on the couch. The patient called the ambulance himself,
You are to do a patient assessment, record the information and
results, and communicate it to the hospital. You will only be given a
blood ensure cuff, stethoscope, pen light, and watch.
Situation 3 :

R

and Behaviors of the Victim

Procedure
Given the following information, you are to role play the part of
victim (try to be as realistic as possible). You are permitted to
the information to the *udent role-playing the EMT, only if he
she asks for it; that is--; do not volunteer any information. The
student role-playing the EMT may not as for the information in the

order in which it is listed here. Thus, you are to memorize this
information. You should try not to use this sheet during the actual
ercise-

`No bystander in this %tuition
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When the EMT finds you, you are to be lying on a couch on your
back. Try to be as realistic as possible to simulate the conditions and
symptoms.
u re (give your age and sex, it a n d when asked
are to be responsive and communicative; that is, you can
answer questions.
You are to act alert but apprehensive (act nightened).

You have abdominal pain (hematemesis), you have vomited
foUr times. When you first started, it was coffee (ground type),
now seems bloody. You started to have the pain in the middle

6f the night; the vorniting started about 4 hours ago. You
cannot seem to eat anything. In the last 8 hours, you have
taken four Alka-Seltzers and live or six Turns; they do not
seem to help_

You went to a cocktail party

night and drank and ate a

little too muchMedical history:

For the past year, you have often had headaches and
nausea.

Your doctor is (give name of your own family physician).
Your physician is treating you for an ulcer (he thinks this is
the cause of headaches and nausea).
You arc currently taking no medication other than AlkaSeltzer and Maalox every night before bedtime.
hen asked, you are to inform the EMT Omit yOu did not fall
and have no other discomfort other than The abdominal pain_

When and if the EMT examines your abdomen, you are to
have tenderness over the epigastrium. Describe the pain on
touch as severe and sharp.

/

If the student role- playing the EMT asks you any other questions
or for information that is not on this sheet, respond by saying, "I am
not sure," or "I do not know," unless the question has dib relationship to the condition of the patient you are assuming.

tam 1

PATIENT AASESEMEwr

Situation

.

0

Pr_

Observe the student role-playing the EMT as-he or she performs
the patient assessment, and check to see if the following minimum
activities were accomplished. Did the student:

1.

Take a patient histo

determining:

Chief complaint (abdominal pain)
b. Tenderness over the epigastrium
c. Vomiting and the type of vomit
d. When the pain started
e. When the vomiting started
1.
What medication was taken (four
Alkktzers and five or six Turns)
g. That the medication has had no effect
h. That the patient cannot eat
i. That the patient atteridged a cocktail party
last night
j. That there are no other comp ints
k. That patient has had headaches and nausea,
which started about a year ago
Name of patient's physician
in. Physician is treating for ulcer
n. Medication is Alka-Seltzer and
before bedtime
a.

2.

Establish responsiveness

3, Take blood pressure reading
4. Take pulse evaluation
5. Check for a- dcmmnal sounds
6.

II

2

Palpate abdomen

MODI L

41

EIL MAN NYS-TEMS AN'D PATIENT AMESSMENT

No
7. Determine no trauma - related problems
mplishe
List other activities accomplished

Whey the student has completed his patient rise %ent, ask him
to assume that you are frost the hospital and to communicate the

results of the assessment M you. Check to see if the following
information is cornrnunicatall:

1.

History
a. Pitient s age and sex

b. Chief complaint (abdominal pain)
c. Quality of abdominal pain (severe and she
d. Being treated for ulcers
c, Attended cocktail party
f Presence of vomiting and when
g. Type of vomit
h. Medication given
Time medication taken
1.

fi

2. Mental status (alert, communicative)
(rate and rhythm)

3.

4. Blood pressure reading
5.

Respirations (rate and rhythm)

6, Quality of abdominal sounds

7. That there is no apparent trauma
uNrr

7

PArnspri.
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After this, review the evaluation sheet with the student and
inform him of the information he failed to get or the activities he
failed to perform.

Situation 4:

EMT

Call received at 1:30 p.m_ to go to 4330 Forbes Avenue. On
arrival, police car is present and a large crowd is milling around. A
bystander is familiar with the patient and saw everything. Patient is
lying fact up on sidewalk, below a flight of concreta steps. Patient is
dressed in torn and dirty clothes.
You are to do a patient assessment, record the information and

results, and communicate them to the hospital upon request. You
will be given only a jump kit. You are not to treat the patient.

Situation 4:

Bystander's Behavior and Responses

Rr: edure
The patient will be unconscious, he is in torn and dirty clothes.
e his longtime buddy and you were with him the whole day.
s the information you know. You are permitted to give this
ormation only when and if asked for it by the student role-playing
the EMT. That student may not ask for the information in the order
in which it is listed here. Thus, you are to memorize this information.

Try not to use this sheet during the actual exercise. Try to act
concerned and excited.
Scenario

What Happened. You and the patient had been killing time
together all day. You had a few drinks in a bar down the street and
decided to walk to another bar Neither of you had an excessive
amount to drink. When you got to the top of the steps, your buddy
said, "I don't feel so good.' As you started to walk down the steps,
your buddy seemed to collapse and fell- the rest of the way down.
There was nothing you could do to catch him.
The Patient's Background. When asked about the student roleplaying the victim, you are to know only the following:
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4

He
severe CM

ount
howe

month or two for a
not know what medication or

see him take two pills this
er is in his pocket.

o You do not know his doctor's name.
You do not.know the last time he wen t to the doctor.
This has nelieiliappened before when you were together.
et

You both aft about 3 hop ar at McDonald'shamburgeit.
The patient was in an automobile accident about 2 years ago.
He was in the hospital with a broken leg and some cuts on his

If the student role-playing the EMT asks you for information not
on this,rtst, you are to respond by saying, "I do not know," unless the
questions are unrelated to the patient's condition. Remember, you
are to act excited And extremely Concerned.

Silloation

%label's Responses and Bel;firriors

Muir
You have fallen down a flight of stairs. You are lying face up on
the ground, unconscious and you cannot communicate. Your clothes
are torn and dirty. You hive some antibiotics in your coat pocket.
If Ilse situation permits, you should simulate the fpllowing with
makeup:
A bleeding laceration on the
Clear fluid draining from your
cervical spine deformity
A bleidin-g fracture below the knee
-,4

you are unconscious, you are to say nothing.

ObserterEvidustion Sheet
pure
tbe she for the victim and bystander. Observe the student
eying the EMT, conducting the patient assessment, and
i++

0,-

uroT

PATIENT AS3ESSME
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-

2. Establish u

ponsiveness

Evaiva

4. Take
5. Take a blood prune reading
6. Perform a complete seeon
a.

survey

!ceding laceration)

b. Cars (clear fluid)
c. 14410 (nothing observed)

d. Mouth (nothing observed)-.
e. Neck (cervical spine deformity)
f. Chest (nothing)
g. Abdomen (nothing) ,>
h. Extremiti
ceding f

Back(After the student

him or her to slam

his

t nt. direct

that you are from the hospital an4 to

communicate to you the results of a lineament. Check fo see if the
following irdormition is communicated: '-'.

hist°

(current m
D PAT1E

ASSIlf,134ENT

Yes

No.

of sitaat
.

rube

and rhythm)

4. Blood psure

g

S. Mental &talus (Onco

a.

b. Cleariluid
c. Cervical spine deformity
d. Bleeding fracture helOw the
-1
-w

7. Respirations (rate as l rhythm)

y u ave
leew the evaluation sheet with the student
he
uompisawd.it. l unit out the inforniatioa he filled to .get
activities he failed to perform.
;

Situation

EMT

ived at 10:30 a.m. Mother (father) of small child
tun ulance- right away at 3220 Fifth Aveme, first- floor..Chi
crying, and mother tither) is upset. You "ire to do -a.
assessment, record the inforrAation, and communicate it to the
hospital (upon request of the instructor). You will only be given a
1

iUrrp kit.

Father's) R

Situation 5:

and Rehm o

You are.to be the mother at er of the victim, as all child. You
are to be concerned and upset (mad) but not hysterical. Assume that
you have abused the child and wgkititO hide the fact. Beliilv is your
story; you are pethitted to OW thi inforMation only when and if

asked for * by'the linclenti role-playing the EMT. The stude4t rolerr

Asmilommta

1177

y abuicd the child; this is not the
yot4 you, are to give him this

isi

*.

He

d.

stir
he following i uries within the last 5 yearsc
I

ife

Several broken fingers
A laceration on the head thatne
A broken arm (right)
A broken ankle (left)

itche

A badlAnnsed eye (right)

--'vere burns on the hands
(If questioned, make up ijry about how these happen
4

estionecLabout tbi black eye that your child has, you are

to tell the4Mr he has

for tday,o5 soa neighborhood

Child punched him.

You are not
thinp not on thi
II-71

I

volume any information. If question
st, try to reapenr , but respond in charac

abut

V

are to be a small child who
You are however, t substantiate any kstary given
mother (father). Yoilare not to admit that She (he
.
Try to cry a lot, and by avoid answering any
. You are to have the
parent do matt of the
w you ,feE and descr
and if-asked: you
cup% simulite the 4-.ki

ts, t

You ahttuld be alert and crying loudly and cones
You have a scalds laceration with bleeding (if any one touches

t scream and cry).
You have black -and -blue marks on
You have one bla+ek eye.

You ire bleeding inside your mouth from cut on your u
lip, which is swollen

Cod have a bad cut on your tforearm, which is
ProfusrlY.

ObserverEvalaa

S_

the sitton and the sheets vek to the victim andlthe
playing the EMT and checlearsee if the
he
student r°le
o oviing minimum activities

Ia.
b. patient's past medical histo
c. DoctOr's name

Patient's age (10)
2. -EstAblish rcs

r

nsi

0

k

3. Take blood

4. Take pulse

5. Mime rem

a. Head (scalp beers on)
b. Ears (nothing) gel
keye
e.

trvoll+en hp,b

Wilde mouth)

I Neck (nothing)
r Chest (nothing)
h. Abdomen (nothing)
maiks on
ion on forearm
:13)

other acre

ormed.

hen thli'student has compllet eo }the
the patien t as

to asst = you are from the hoapits4

you the results of the assessment Check to
inforrria

as

nicated:

ent, ask him

is to
f011OWing

Yes
I.

ht

No

pr

AssEssmerer

a.

6. Blacker -blue

vcv the results of the cornwith the student. Point out the irdormation
P1

the

tiviti

he failed to accomplish.

j

E
With a Suspected M

0

"X" in the appropicate oolur>

ce, or omitted. The s
thi skill.

r.

sing o13(the equj m

16

he is to'.

4
duct p ary arse sment
Obtain diagnostic and vital signs
Conduct a complete secondary assessment
Obtain a, historyPof the patient

The stip and information fisted need Ibt bet:lone

or,

collected in the order presented.

(2) This
evaluation and the one entitled
meat of an Lkicoiscious Patient With a Suspec
Traumatic Injury? can be set up with skill, stations,
where thwiatudantabytate it
r the two stations.
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2. Es blish an airway.
k for breathing.

Check circulation.
'a, Pulsc,

b. Sev

414,

ti

rrhage

stlt

c and v thi signs (should be

L_ B. Evaluate diagnt

taken while gathering history).

I. Res Pirations

2. P
3, BI

,C. peform

one

daryv ssessment (should

while gathin h

my). Secondt,Ty

merit

will depend on medical problimselected by the
evaluator. The evaluatona should list the step
to be included according to inspection, auscult
tion, pa1Ration, and percussion

With respect to" teps D-F,4<e'sttid4it sh
all information from the patient, irrespective of order.)

(Intl

D (lathe

col

rination history can he done while

taking vital signs).
1.

Identify the chie complaint.
a.

Location

b. Type

p
PAUENT

tot

ENT

.

Fail
tios+ 3.6-1S: Ameeement of Noneommunicartive, Unt With &tweeted Tromoo.Related Problem

Skill Em

Place an "X" in the appropriate column to indicate steps that are
inc?rrect, out of sequence, or omitted. The student should be given
o perform the skill.
three att

ipent
Fellow student posing as a victim

Stethoscope
Sphygmcmandrneter

Watch (with second hand)

Prnordiur
4

front of hi s an un
c injury. Using only the equipm It given

inform thetudent that
trau

with a
"st4 him, he

P$rform a primary assessment
fain dia ostic and tal signs
Perform aIete nciary assessmen

Since the victim is unconscious, pdrtleirtate
inform the student that If witnessed the victim slip on a

and
kate

Sof 15 stairs.
and fall down a fli
Make sure the patient is in a supine position.

Infokrn each student' tharlie ha
successfully.

,

hree attempts to

,

Inform the sthden that

/form

t_

swill
will

_

one qu

the skill evaluation.

J
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went.

I. Visually check the,atient.
2. Check for responsive rless.
.

Open an airw

Check the breathing:

1

Inspect for external

6.

hemorrhage.

B. Evaluate he

gnostic and vital

i

s.

Respirations

2. Pulse
(

3, Blood pressure

C. P arm a seqndariy asseisin ent dithe head.

a

4

2. Parpate the
3.

Inspectjhe
movemqpts

4.

Palpate the Vital area.
t the auricular a es

61-

,
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lYrfl

A

T1SNT ASSMMENT

A.

S. Palpate the face.

D. Perform

th1.

4. Palpate the thorax.

E. Perform a
a

I.

_ 2.

3. Palpate the a

p
F Perform

Auscultate the abdomen.

the

a

extremities.

_

Inspect the -xtrenu

2. Pal

_

3. Check

0

*a,

Following the evaluation, th
the fbllowing question: When
went, what are you looking ibr?
things.)

k the student
the
n
aSSCSSmuselist at least four

Acceptable responses:

Deformities
2. External hemorrhage
3. Trauma; that is, contusions, lacerations

4. Protruding organs
r
5. Mymmettical chest movement during respiration

ATIFiNT
tr.

AssEmmt.:

CLINICAL tXPER1ENd

units the seta svere t

to perform skills in

simulated situations in the classroom. The purpose of the clinical
is to provide the students witli the opportunity to become
proficient in the skills presented in the classroom setting.

-If a number of modules are baing presented together, it is rnot
necessary. for the clinical experience to be presented after each
module. The clinical experience associated with each module can be
combined and presmted upon completion of the 'classroom sessions.

for the clinical experience.
Seesaw of parent availability, it is possible that all skills listed below
may not beperformed by the student, but as many skills as possible
should be observed and practiced by the student under the supervi-

The following objectes a

sion of the preceptor.

Emergency Apartment
During the experience in the erne geucy room, the student will
hsve the opportunity to practice on actual patients under direct
supervision and to demonstrate with proficiency to the satisfaction of
the preceptor. Each student will:

Perform a patient assessinent, including developing relevant
medical history and doing a physical examination. The assessUNIT f.

C11.0010CAL EXrERIENCE

a n4nianumi,

ofeheit and abdorninal
tzeattnitit of trauma eases and medical
At a ednimuen, the student shoulciieview eases of
y

-7 Multiple trauma'
tractive pulmonary
Overdose/
Suspected extremity fracture
Massive henion- e, any source
e Assist in the triage of is

Unit WV/CC

Intensive are Urdt/Caionary
During the experience

the ICU/CCU, the students will have the
opportunity to praCtice on actual patients under direr supervision

and to demonstrate with proficiency, to the satisfaction of the
preceptor :Each student will:

erformrm a patient assetsment, inclaclink developing a relevant

medical history and doing a physical eiriation. The assessment should include, ,at a mirannum, taking and recording vital
signs, and auscultation of chest and atdorninal sounds.
Review all cases, including the patient's chart, diagnosis, and
treatment.

During the experience in the morgue, the student should have the
opportunity to observe the following:

Basic topographic anatomy, s l5cajly the thoracic

vity and
airway
I denti fication of pathogenesis and causes of death
Anatomical his of endotracheal iitmtubatiotn and care iapaltunnary resuscitation,
Injuries resulting from trauma, specifically injuries to soft tissu es, the musculoskeletal system, and the internal organs
,

IL-90
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IlLMAN sYmbas

PATIENT

in
iaterneihip,-the trainee will be
in

presented during

Guidelines for this internship are identical to tt
presented for the other olLinicsl aims and should be used se a
reference-

which objectives are to be included in the unit
preceptor has Say questions

he *add be referred to the

module for a

of the

materials presented to the student.

Have the student sign ie and determine his proper a
example. st

Review

operating procedures within the unit, making

to

student's role within the unit. Any spatial

ow concerning the student's activities should be

Define those skills that will and will not be iisci
instructional unit, but were discussed during the ciao

;his
ties.

Review the history, diagnosis, complications, and treatment of
each patient in the unit. The activities of the student should not be
lindted to Moil specifically defined in the
Review the triage process for patient admittance.

dpionstrate the skill for each activity, then coach the
student through the skill at least one time. Finally, observe the/
student as he performs the skill.

Supervise the student when 4e is performing activitim within the
unit. The preceptor should critically review the student's technique
and suggest corrections when appropriate.

Assiat and evaluate the student until he is competent in each
ivityon the checklist.
Answer any ofothe student's questions ccnerrvria activates in the

unit or sic patients and their conditions.
Review the objectives for this instructional unit petiodically, and
discuss the tatleti's progress with respect to the items on the
checklist.
A
Mark the student's activities' checklist after each clinical session.

Imo a CLINICAL nriRsvict

skit

0),
erform tike ttctvtr, and the number of successful attempts (S)

observe

for each sctiwiky. Owe the studeat has sakendally dennotatratad the
skill to the
on of the preceptor, the session number during
which the
made the evaluation should be entered in the
'Completed' co umn. Any comments should be listed in the appropriate space. Si
cally, comment should be nude if the student
does not become
ficient at any given skill. Once the Student has
successfully demo trated his proficiency at a given skill, however,
he should still contitue to perform the skill while in the unit_
Student Activities

The student heuld:
Report to the specialty unit on his scheduled
and shift
"sign in" with the supervisor
Review the rules and operating procedures within the unit with
the preceptor, makingcertain that his role in the unit is defined.
Review the history, diagnosis, cornplicetions, and treatment of
each patient in the unit

Observe and participate in unit
as directed by the
preceptor (If the student observes a technique or procedure
performed differently fronl its presentation during the classroom

activities, he may question the preceptor shout differences
observed, but remember that the techniques presented during
the lecture may not be the only correct method.)
a Perform each activity on the checklist (when appropriate) Under
the direct supervision of the preceptor. (If the student is unsure
of the activity, the preceptor will demonstrate the skill)
Review each activity performed with the preceptor, and be sure
the preceptor critiques his performance

Be sure the preceptor marks the checklist after a ich clinical
session

4W

1

II Develop a log on each patient seen during the experience the
log shouldinclude the following information as a minimum:

Patient's record identificationuse identification number
rather than patient's name
Major problemthat is, t_rauirna, acute appendicitis
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,

Student's name

Solon flute(
3

2

Activities iobj

4

5

7

SD T

Comments

Plated

so 7
Perfoon patient as

sent

Blood prism
Pulse

Respiration

Auttftition of lung iunds
Auscultation of abdominal
sounds

Physical examination

Assist in triage of patients

Premptor
Date

lani; I midi

S

S

Unit

Ut)

5

1

0

tien t

Perform

wit

Blood pr-steure

Pulls
Respiration

Autu nation

of lung sounds

Autu Ration of abdominal
sounds

Patient history
Physical examination

Preceptor
Date

Nett

X

ort

a

$ luctettul

0

I

S

0T

Student's nine

Sesion umber

2

ActiviON (objeotives)

3

4

Comments

5

p

0 T S 0 T SO T S OT SOTS
Observe amply

Bic topoiraph

anatomy

Ideptificition of pithosen-,

kis
Identifitition of cause

of k

cloth
Anatorlical basis for in-

LA0

tubalion rid CP R
Injuries

resulting

from

trauma

Preceptor
Dale

Moo: -0 otoralions; I ttudini itltrnot; $ tukzotilkil ittimpll; CPR .4rdiopuimonary relutitition.

A

MiJe Intensive Care Unit

StUdent's name

U

X

2
Session number

,

Cornpleted

Activities iobjectives)

cid

3

4

OTSOT SOT

OT

1

2

COrnrent5

IP

OT

S

Perform patient assessment

Blood pressure
Pulse

Respiration

'Auscultation of lung sounds

Auscultation of abdominal
ounds

Patient history
1`\

Physical examination

Preceptor
Date

No* -O otwritinfici 4 thif-ifint liternPtt; 5

sumo:NI Merits,

0

I

